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1 Introduction 

RDF stores are a special type of database that support the RDF data model and the SPARQL 
query language – two of the standard pillars of the Semantic Web. ResearchSpace (RS) pro-
ject proposal seeks to harmonize museum data collections using data stored in RDF format. 
This approach facilitates reusability and integration between different institutions. This doc-
ument evaluates the status of RDF stores today and explains what are the options and criteria 
that one should take into account when choosing a triple store technology. This document 
also evaluates the functionalities of different systems in order to recommend best choices for 
the RS infrastructure. 

The RDF store evaluation undertaken in this analysis is separated into two phases: 

1. Predominant actors in the RDF database market are short-listed based on Re-
searchSpace’s proposal. In this phase, a short list of candidates will be generated. 
These candidates will meet high-level RS requirements such as: SPARQL and RDF 
standards compliance, quality of documentation, usage in Linked Data projects, etc.. 

2. Short listed candidates – from (1) – are ranked more carefully according to a selec-
tive set of criteria. This set of criteria expands the criteria from (1) with detailed as-
pects such installation process, maintenance, online communities, reports on bench-
marks, mature language APIs, support for asserting/removing data, etc.. For each 
criterion a score scaled between 1 and 5 will be given (1 worst, 5 best). Only the two 
best systems from (1) will be selected for the second phase. 

The remaining part of this report is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the main char-
acteristics of RDF databases and briefly introduces the triple stores that are included in this 
study. Section 3 describes the criteria used to evaluate them. Sections 4 and 5 describe how 
the short-listing has been performed and how the selective evaluation has been implemented. 
Section 6 introduces what is the current status and what are the different options when it 
comes to reasoning in triple stores. Finally Sections 7 aligns the evaluation to RS’s require-
ments. 
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2 RDF Databases 

This section introduces characteristics of RDF databases. 

The Semantic Web community is promoting RDF stores (or triple stores) as the data storage 
technology for the Web of Data. RDF stores implement some extra features that make them 
very attractive for certain type of applications. For instance, data is not bound to a schema and 
it can be asserted directly from RDF sources (e.g. RDF/XML or Turtle files) due to their na-
tive support of Semantic Web data standards. RDF stores are often described as schema-less 
database systems; they support storage and query processing of RDF. RDF is a directed, la-
beled model – and is not tied to a predefined schema as is the case with relational databases. 

Graphs expressed in RDF can be queried through SPARQL, a standard that has become the 
most adopted language to query RDF. At the point of writing this report SPARQL is being 
revisited and the Web Consortium is in the process of standardization SPARQL 1.1. The main 
differences between SPARQL 1.1 and 1.0 are: updates, sub-queries, aggregates, property 
paths and “group by/ having”. Also SPARQL 1.1 standardizes how SPARQL HTTP end-
points should accept/respond requests and how entailment regimes should behave. All the 
systems covered in this report support SPARQL 1.0 and some of them (i.e: Virtuoso and 
4store) have started to implement SPARQL 1.1. 

Another characteristic of RDF databases is the concept of Named Graph. In most systems, 
triples can be stored in a default-graph - if a graph is not specified – or in a Named Graph if 
the application decides that a certain group of triples need to go into a separate “bucket”. 
SPARQL queries accept patterns that match certain Named Graphs. Named Graphs have be-
come a common technique for implementing versioning or to attach provenance information 
to a group of triples. Moreover, triple stores normally assert and remove data via commands 
that take as parameter the Named Graph where the triples will be contained. 

Reasoning in RDF databases is an attractive characteristic that gives the possibility of imple-
menting an entailment regime. Having entailment regimes in a triple store allows us to infer 
new facts, exploiting the semantics of properties and the information asserted in the 
knowledge base. To agree on common semantics some standards have arisen for providing 
different levels of complexity encoded in sets of inference rules, from RDF and RDFS to 
OWL and RIF, each of them applicable to different scenarios – see section Notes on Reason-
ing. 

RDF stores tend to lack transactional capabilities and sets of assertions, deletes and updates 
often cannot be run atomically. The only systems that today support transactions are the ones 
built on top or relational databases. 

The list of RDF stores covered in this report is the following: 

1. Virtuoso 6.2: Virtuoso Universal Server is a platform that offers distinct functionalities 
in different areas such RDBMS, XML Database, Web Services and the subject of this re-
port, RDF Data Management and Linked Data Server. Openlink Software develops Vir-
tuoso. In the Semantic Web community Virtuoso is known as the platform behind dpe-
dia.org and the bio2rdf.org projects. 
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2. 4store 1.0.5: 4store is an RDF database developed at Garlik to underpin their Semantic 
Web applications. 4store is the platform behind the FOAF index foaf.qdos.com and it was 
also used in the first version of Garlik’s Data Patrol service. 4store is a clustered database 
that can be deployed in a single system or in a cluster of commodity servers. 

3. BigData : BigData is a horizontally scaled storage written in Java and that can be run 
over clusters of computers. It is developed at Systap LLC and supports SPARQL and 
some incomplete profiles of RDFS. 

4. BigOWLIM: BigOWLIM is a Semantic Repository developed by Ontotext. BigOWLIM 
is always targeted for projects where reasoning over complex semantics is required. It is 
only free for research projects and this software is not Open Source. 

5. Talis Platform: the Talis Platform is an infrastructure to support developers and data 
publishers with an environment to deploy Linked Data. Talis provides both Linked Data 
browsing and SPARQL access to RDF data hosted at Talis data centers. The Talis Plat-
form is offered as a service being one of the few – if not the only – hosting solution for 
RDF data. 

6. Oracle 11g: Oracle started to include Semantic Web and RDF features in their database 
system with version 9 and 10. Oracle 11g supports SPARQL through connectors with 
third party software and also supports incomplete OWL 1 reasoning. 

7. Allegro Graph: Allegro is a Semantic Web database developed in LISP. Allegro Graph 
provides full expressive reasoning over the RDFS++ profile. It also supports SPARQL 
and Prolog can be embedded as a rule system on top of RDF data. Allegro Graph is de-
veloped and commercialize by Franz Inc. 

8. Jena/TDB: Jena was developed at the Semantic Web HP labs in Bristol UK. Once this 
lab was dissolved the Jena Framework and tools were given to the community and cur-
rently it is Open Source software. Jena is the most used Java framework for RDF and 
OWL. It basically implements almost the full stack and it is reused by many other sys-
tems. TDB is the native fast clustered RDF storage developed for high performance ap-
plications. 

9. Mulgara: Mulgara is a very recent development. It is Open Source software fully im-
plemented in Java. Mulgara was previously known as Kowaris and changed the name to 
be released as Open Source – due to license and legal aspects. Kowari was initially devel-
oped at Northrop Grumman Corporation. 
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3 Selection Criteria 

3.1 Short-List Criteria 
The following short-list criteria serve as an indicator to pre-rank and decide which ones 
should be evaluated in a second phase. 

• Open Source software: whether the tool is released under an Open Source license. 

• Free software: whether the tool is free or not. 

• Standard compliance: SPARQL, HTTP end points for POST/GET query execu-
tion. 

• Deployment Architectures & Operating System: Windows, Linux, Unix, … 

• Linked Data Community experience: known successful Linked Data cloud pro-
jects running use the tool. 

• Quality of documentation: for sysadmins and developers. 

• Online support tools: forums, IRC, mail group, … 

• Third-party scalability studies: how well the tool scales as the size of the database 
grows. 

3.2 Selective Criteria 
The selective criteria break up the previous short-list criteria into the following groups: 

1) Installation and maintenance: 

a) Bundle installer: Windows Installer, Linux/Unix yum/apt-get … packages, source 
distribution, requires compiling and linking, … 

b) Installation process: level of complexity and quality of documentation. 

c) External configuration: ports to open, firewall extra configuration, user permissions, 
data folders write access, logs, … 

d) Monitoring tools: availability of tools to monitor usage of the database system, query 
logs, performance, … 

e) Level of parameters to tune the system: what sort of things can be tuned in the data-
base to change its behavior. 

2) Asserting, Removing and Updating RDF statements: 

a) Mechanisms to assert and remove data. 

b) Support for: 

i) Batch processes to assert and remove large quantities of triples. 
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ii) Interfaces/protocols: command line, HTTP, HTTP(S), Web UI, … 

iii) Support to assert data in Named Graphs, either through APIs or via data formats 
such n-quads or Trix. 

iv) Level of SPARQL/Update implemented and roadmap for full implementation 
support. 

v) Support for transactions. 

c) User rights to assert/remove data. Does the tool provide any user control? 

3) Data querying: 

a) SPARQL 1.0 Compliance 

b) Level of current implementation of SPARQL 1.1 

c) Roadmap to implement SPARQL 1.1 

d) Text Indexing 

e) Images 

f) Extra non-standard query operators. 

g) JSON support. 

h) Web UI form to test queries. 

i) Built-in Linked Data browser. 

4) Security 

5) Developer APIs and Libraries. 

a) Programming Languages supported (Java, .Net, Python, PHP, …) 

b) Maturity and functionality coverage of libraries (asserting, removing, querying, …) 

6) Performance and Scalability. 

a) Cluster support 

b) Reference to previous studies on scalability (BSBM, LUBM, …) 

7) Backup and recovery tools. 

8) Reasoning 

9) Online free support communities and enterprise support. 

10) Known issues. 
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4 Short-List Evaluation 

This section briefly inspects the characteristics of the RDF databases listed in Section 2 ac-
cording to 8 criteria: Open, Free, Supported Architectures, Standards, Documentation, Online 
Support, Projects and Performance. These criteria were introduced in Section 3.1. For each 
criterion the documentation of the systems has been queried. 

• 4store 1.0.5: 4store is a Free Open Source system under GNU GPL V3. It is a clus-
tered RDF database with support for SPARQL 1.0 – it also partially implements 
SPARQL 1.1 and a roadmap for a full implementation is available at [2]. It can be 
deployed under Unix/Linux 64-bit architectures and it mostly used under CentOS, 
Debian, Redhat Fedora and MacOS. There is an active Google Group mailing list and 
IRC channel where developers answer user questions [3]. 
4store’s Web [1] contains documentation for basic use and administration. Currently, 
troubleshooting needs to be resolved via online support. 4store is a distributed RDF 
database and when used in a cluster infrastructure it scales up to 15GT. Finally, it is 
important to mention that this system is widely used in the Linked Data/Semantic 
Web community. 

• Bigdata: BigData is a Free Open Open Source project hosted at [4]. It uses key-range 
partitioned B+ Trees. They claim their system implements a scale-out architecture [5] 
even though some notes remark that the system doesn’t scale out with the QUAD 
configuration. This architecture is influenced by Google’s BigTable project. As 
4store, it can be deployed in a single node or in a cluster. BigData is a Java project 
and therefore runs on any system with a compatible Java Virtual Machine (JVM). 
BigData currently supports SPARQL 1.0 with named graphs and default graphs – 
SPARQL 1.1 aggregations are planned for Q1 2011 and the rest will be implemented 
after that. The online documentation seems sufficient to get the system running but 
clearly not enough to use it in a production project. There are online communities of 
users that participate in [6] and the developers of BigData are committed to answer 
users’ questions. 
BigData is not one of the common choices in the Linked Data / Semantic Web pro-
jects but it has been embedded in various commercial offerings, including the Cam-
bridge Semantics Anzo Collaboration Server platform. 
The import throughput reported (1 million triples in 2 minutes) [7] is not in the mag-
nitude of competitors (100 Kt/s in 4store). 

• BigOWLIM: BigOWLIM is not Open Source and free licenses can be obtained only 
for research projects. It is implemented in Java and therefore can be deployed in any 
system with compatible JVM [8]. BigOWLIM’s strong points are their inference ca-
pabilities. It supports SPARQL 1.0 though Sesame’s SAIL interface. This system is 
widely used in Semantic Web EU research projects where OntoText is one of the 
partners. It was successfully deployed to implement BBC’s FIFA World Cup portal 
[9]. Ontotext recently became a Talis Platform partner, therefore one should expect 
some of BigOWLIM features offered though the Talis Platform in the near future 
[33]. 
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• 5store: 5store it is not Open Source or a free platform. It is currently used at Garlik’s 
Data Patrol Service [12] and at TSO Linked Data [13]. It shares all features with its 
Open Source cousin “4store” but it is a completely different implementation. The 
main difference between 4store and 5store resides in a completely different indexing 
mechanism that allows 5store to scale to bigger databases. RS could adopt 4store as 
initial backend and if scalability becomes an issue then moving to 5store would im-
pose minimum changes at the application level. 

• Talis Platform: Unlike the rest of the systems Talis Platform is a Service and no 
software for in-house deployment is provided [14]. If out-sourcing deployment of the 
RDF database is an option then Talis is one the few companies that provide such ser-
vice. As successful stories Talis Platform can claim to be the main backend system 
behind data.gov.uk. It supports SPARQL 1.0 and Talis provides a Web Interface to 
manage the RDF databases. Further evaluation of this system is highly recommended 
if not “in-house” database deployment is considered. 

• Oracle 11g: Oracle’s Semantic Web product portfolio is not Open Source and only 
free software for evaluation can be obtained [15]. Natively it does not support 
SPARQL but SPARQL queries can be issued through Sesame’s SAIL interface. It 
provides fine-grained security; administrators can define policies that conditionally 
restrict a user to access to triples based on custom rules. Version 11.2 also allows the 
indexing of Semantic documents (RDF files); indexes can be created according to 
custom combinations of predicates. 

• AllegroGraph: Franz Inc. is the company behind AllegroGraph. They distribute Al-
legroGraph under free or commercial license; and the code is not Open Source [1]. 
The main difference between the free and the commercial edition is the maximum 
number of triples you can have in a store. The free version is limited to 50 million tri-
ples. AllegroGraph supports SPARQL through Sesame SAIL API as with others. It is 
a LISP based system and provides interesting reasoning capabilities. 

• Jena/TDB: Jena [18] is the most used Semantic Web framework for the Java plat-
form; TDB is a Jena component for RDF storage and query [19]. TDB is a non-
transactional RDF storage backend. Unlike Jena SDB it does not run over a relational 
database and implements its own native indexing mechanism based on BTREES. 
SPARQL support is provided in Jena via ARQ [20]. ARQ supports SPARQL 1.0 and 
it is the most advanced implementation of SPARQL 1.1 today. It supports SPARQL 
Update, property paths, sub queries and aggregators. 
Historically, Jena has not been considered a scalable RDF database, however recent 
developments in the TDB component have turned Jena/TDB into a system able to 
handle up to 500M databases [21]. 

• Virtuoso 6.2: Virtuoso is developed by OpenLink Software. They offer Commercial 
and Open Source distributions. The features included in the Commercial distribution 
that are not included in the Open Source are: data replication, data federation, cluster-
ing and high availability and geospatial indexes [22]. Virtuoso support team recom-
mends using the commercial edition for databases larger than 1 billion triples. The 
RDF database engine supports SPARQL 1.1, non-standard transitivity extensions, 
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FOAF+ssl and OpenID authentication, and different levels of reasoning. There are 
online communities of Virtuoso users and there are successful Linked Data/Semantic 
Web projects using this system. 

• Mulgara: is a RDF database written entirely in Java. It is free Open Source under 
Mozilla Public License (MPL 1.1). It supports SPARQL 1.0 and it runs over compat-
ible JVM. It doesn’t seem to be a mature project – most links to architecture white 
papers are broken and no Linked Data projects have reported successful stories. The 
documentation is very limited, online communities seem to be not very active and no 
performance studies have been published. 

 

Table 1 Summary of short-list criteria 

System/Criteria	   Open	   Free	  
Supported	  
Arch.	   Standards	   Doc.	  

Online	  

Support	  
Projects	   Perf.	  

4store	  1.0.5	   Y Y *nix 64-bit SPARQL 

1.0  
Y Y Y Y 

BigData	   Y Y JVM SPARQL 

1.0 
- - - Y 

BigOWLim	   N - JVM SPARQL 

1 (SAIL) 
- Y Y Y 

5store	   N N *nix 64-bit SPARQL 

1.0 
- Y Y Y 

Talis	  Platform	   N N Service SPARQL 

1.0 
- Y Y Y 

Oracle	  11g	   N N Windows, 

*nix 

SPARQL 

1.0 (Jena) 
- Y - - 

Allegro	  Graph	   - - Windows, 

*nix 

SPARQL 

1.0 (Jena) 
Y Y - - 

Jena/TDB	   Y Y JVM SPARQL 

1.0/1.1 
Y - Y Y 

Virtuoso	  6	   Y Y Windows, 

*nix 

SPARQL 

1.0/1.1  
Y Y Y Y 

Mulgara	   Y Y JVM SPARQL 

1.0 
- - - - 
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This table shows three symbols for many cells: Y, N or - , which respectively indicate 
if the tool documentation satisfactory declares that an attribute is fulfilled or not fulfilled or is 
unknown. For the columns Supported Architecture and Standards a list of values is provided. 
In the case of Java based software the values for Supported Architecture is JVM (Java Virtual 
Machine), and *Nix indicates one of the varieties of Unix. 

The ranking criteria implemented are based upon the following priorities: (1) standards (2) 
supported architectures (3) Projects and (4) performance. Supporting SPARQL 1.0 and part of 
SPARQL 1.1 is the highest priority. After this, we consider supported architectures. The other 
two aspects most valued in this ranking are the numbers of Semantic Projects where it has 
been used, and performance. According to this Virtuoso and 4store are considered the main 
candidates that are going to be evaluated in Section 5. However, two other solutions are also 
potential candidates that could be taken into account in a more exhaustive evaluation, these 
are: Jena/TDB and BigData. 
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5 Selective criteria evaluation 

This section will go through all the criteria described in section 2.2, giving scores 1 to 5 for 
each of the elements to evaluate. 

5.1 Virtuoso Evaluation 
Openlink Virtuoso Universal server is a multi-model data server that supports various data 
formats though its cartridge interface – see Figure 1. It also supports integration of traditional 
RDBMS systems via their product RDF Views [26]. RDF Views is a RDBMS to RDF map-
per and enables direct integration of relation databases into Virtuoso’s native RDF quad stor-
age. 

 

 

Figure 1 Virtuoso Architecture 

At the core of Virtuoso’s engine there is a multi protocol that supports both SQL and 
SPARQL and provides ODBC and JDBC interfaces. Taking into account the context of the 
present report the following table represents the scores for the selective criteria. The main 
component evaluated is the native RDF-quad storage and SPARQL and RDF standard sup-
port, and depending on each criterion some references to other components of Virtuoso Uni-
versal server are also provided. 
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Installation and Maintenance 

Bundle installer Linux 32 and 64 Bits (rpm, debian apt tools, source, ….), 
Windows 32 and 64 installers, Mac OS pkg. 

5 

Installation process and 
documentation 

Standard simple Windows and Mac OS installation process. 
In Linux it can be done either through package repositories 
(i.e: apt-get in Debian) or through source code with auto-
tools. The documentation explains the installation process 
for all the different systems supported [23]. 

5 

External configuration The documentation describes a sanity check to be run after 
the installation process where the Admin password should be 
changed. The documentation also describes how to automat-
ically start Virtuoso on reboots. The installation process it-
self requests the administration to input external configura-
tion (location of Java JDK, location of Mono distribution, 
default DB ports, default HTTP port, …).  

4 

Monitoring Tools Virtuoso Conductor is an administration tools that allows 
simple administration of the system. More complex perfor-
mance diagnosis can be obtained through the internal table 
sys_l_stat. This table holds usage statistics and the documen-
tation describes how to find performance bottlenecks [24]. 

4 

Tuning Virtuoso offers the possibility of tuning the system to im-
prove disk I/O, I/O queues and other internals of the data-
base system. For RDF, Virtuoso’s indices can be tuned to 
improve performance on different types of workloads [25].  

4 

Asserting, Removing and Updating RDF statements 

Mechanisms to assert, 
remove and update. 

In Virtuoso data can be asserted in various ways [26]. The 
only missing mechanism is a fast local command to assert 
big batches of files locally, avoiding network transfers.  

3 

Granularity of update Full graphs can be removed via the HTTP SPARQL inter-
face with the command” CLEAR GRAPH 
<http://mygraph.com>”, and via SPARQL 1.1 
UPDATE/INSERT updates can be performed at triple level. 

5 

Local commands for 
batch processes. 

Not available 0 
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Interfaces (protocols) HTTP (PUT, POST), HTTPS, WebDAV, PL/SQL Proce-
dures, … 

4 

Support for Trix and/or 
nquads 

Not Documented 0 

Support for Transac-
tions 

Yes, through SPARQLs in PL. 4 

User rights to as-
sert/remove data 

Permission can be granted per graph and all the asserting, 
removing and updating functions need authentication. 

4 

Data querying 

SPARQL 1.0 compli-
ance 

Yes. 5 

SPARQL 1.1 Partially, through Virtuoso Extensions (sub-queries, transi-
tivity, aggregates, group by and SPARUL) [27] – even 
though some of the functionalities seem to not have standard 
syntaxes.  

3 

Roadmap to SPARQL 
1.1 

Quoting [28]: Virtuoso implements most if not all the 
SPARQL 1.1 extensions and has done so for some time even 
though it is still a draft specification. 

- 

Text indexing Virtuoso provides an extension for Full Text Search in 
SPARQL. It is possible to declare what objects of triples 
within a given graph or full graph get indexed. 

5 

Images Not documented. 0 

Non-standard query 
operators 

Virtuoso offers geometry operators for geographical queries 
– this is part of the commercial distribution. SPARQL que-
ries can be used as part of complex PL database procedures, 
and SQL functions can be called from SPARQL queries – in 
the SQL version of Virtuoso. 

3 

JSON Support Yes, SPARQL resultsets can be retrieved in JSON. 5 

Web UI form to test 
queries 

Yes. 5 

Built-in Linked Data Yes and also data views can be customized. Moreover, a 5++ 
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browser faceted browser is also provided. 

Security 

Security Virtuoso allows the execution of SQL queries to create group of users 
and assign RDF graph permissions to specific groups [29]. This solu-
tion is not standard but is worth noting that today there is no standard 
specification for such functionality. Also, all the mechanisms to access 
and modify RDF data can be configured to enable authentication. Even 
though security-per-graph seems to be the most sensible use of security 
in RDF, other mechanisms could be provided. 

4 

Developer APIs and Libraries 

Programming 
Languages 
supported 

Connectors for Sesame and Jena are provided by Openlink Software. 
The SPARQL HTTP endpoint is standard and therefore any compati-
ble tool can be used. The SurfRDF project, a Python Object – RDF 
Mapper, is compatible with Virtuoso. With the connectors and 
iODBC(s) distributed by Openlink there is enough infrastructure to 
access Virtuoso from almost any widely-used technology. 

5 

Functionality 
coverage of 
libraries 

The libraries, mainly accessed through Jena and Sesame, provide full 
standard querying mechanisms. For asserting, removing and updating 
triples CURL + HTTP POST is the most portable (standard emerging 
in SPARQL 1.1) from all the mechanisms offered.  

4 

Performance and Scalability 

Cluster Sup-
port 

Yes, but only in the commercial edition. 3 

Scalability 
Studies 

Virtuoso’s performance has been studied in the Berlin SPARQL 
Benchmark (BSBM) [30]. The results in [31] shows that Virtuoso na-
tive Triple Store performs worse on loading and querying than Virtuo-
so running from the SQL engine. In that study the framework that 
seems to perform better is Virtuoso RDF Views – OpenLink’s product 
to map relational data to RDF. However, this study was undertaken 
with Virtuoso 5.0 not with the current stable version – Virtuoso 6.0. 
Moreover, RDF Views doesn’t support any of the reasoning and exten-
sions. 

3 

Backup and recovery tools 

Backup and 
recovery 

Only in the SQL distribution. The RDF database engine does not doc- 1 
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tools ument such functionality. 

Reasoning 

Reasoning [32] describes the reasoning features in Virtuoso. As of version 5.0, 
Virtuoso recognizes rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyO. 
owl:sameAs is considered for arbitrary subjects and objects if specially 
enabled by a pragma in the query. owl:sameAs in combination with 
owl:equivalentClass and owl:equivalentProperty are also considered 
when determining subclass or subproperty relations. If two classes are 
equivalent, they share all instances, subclasses and superclasses direct-
ly or indirectly stated in the data for either class. 
Other RDF Schema or OWL information is not taken into account.  
In Virtuoso inference can be enabled for certain triple patterns or for 
the full knowledge base. Also, the user can select what reasoning pro-
file to use on different queries. 
Reasoning cannot be used with RDF Views. 

NOTE: When reasoning requirements are specified in RS this point 
should be revisited. 

3 

Online free support communities and enterprise support 

Online Sup-
port 

Online free support is provided via mail lists at virtuoso-
users@lists.sourceforge.net and the forum at 
http://boards.openlinksw.com/, tutorials are also published in various 
blogs at http://www.openlinksw.com/weblogs/virtuoso/  
All these channels are quite active and one can get solutions to com-
mon issues. 

5 

Enterprise 
Support 

Provided via commercial distribution. 5 

5.2 4store Evaluation 
4store [1] is an RDF storage and SPARQL query system that became open source under the 
GNU license in July 2009. Since then, a growing number of users have been using it as a 
highly scalable quad store. 4store provides a stable infrastructure to implement decentralized 
backward chained reasoning: first because it is implemented as a distributed RDF database 
and second because it is a stable triple store that has been proven to scale up to datasets with 
15G triples in both enterprise and research projects. 
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Figure 2 4store's cluster topology – source [36] 

4store distributes the data in non-overlapping segments. These segments are identified by an 
integer and the allocation strategy is a simple mod operation such that: 

segment = rid(subject) mod segments 

RIDs are 64-bit integers that either represent URIs, Literals or Blank Nodes, and an RID is 
made up of a UMAC-64 hash function. As a quad store 4store represents its RDF together 
with the model/graph they belong to. The segments contain the following indexes: 

1. One index per-predicate that contains two radix tries, the keys for these tries are the 
subject or the object. The tree node data points to the quad. 

2. One index to store the models. This index is a hash table where the key is the model 
RID and the elements a list of triples (the list of triples held by a model on a given 
segment). 

The data segments are allocated in Storage Nodes and the query engine in a Processing Node- 
see Figure 2. The query engine accesses the data remotely by sending TCP/IP messages to 
Storage Nodes. It also decomposes a SPARQL query into its algebra and for each quad pat-
tern requests a bind operation against all or some segments - depending on query optimiza-
tions. 

The following table contains the selective evaluation of 4store for the criteria enumerated in 
Section 3.2. 

Installation and Maintenance 
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Bundle installer At [37] one can find source ‘tarballs’ for all stable releases. 
Source can be built with config, make, …. A .dmg distribu-
tion is provided for MAC OS. Also at [38] there is the GIT 
source repository from where patches and early releases can 
be downloaded. 

3 

Installation process and 
documentation 

The 4store install process documented at [39] describes the 
commands to be run in order to install the software. It also 
enumerates library dependencies to install prior to installa-
tion – all them are quite standard requirements [40]. Recent-
ly, the 4store building mechanism has been migrated to use 
autoconf tools and so package maintainers of *nix distribu-
tions can create repository distributions. The documentation 
also covers how to create and destroy databases once the 
software is deployed. Concerning how to install 4store in a 
cluster of machines there are some notes at [41].  

3 

External configuration 4store’s documentation describes what ports to open in order 
to get communication between nodes working. Also installa-
tion of rascal is documented so as to support extension for 
aggregates in SPARQL queries. 

4 

Monitoring Tools Four operatives can be used to monitor 4store’s behavior. (1) 
via the SPARQL endpoint it is accessible how many queries 
are running in a given moment, (2) the command 4s-store 
size gives information about the number of quads per seg-
ment in the store – the same information can be acquired via 
the HTTP SPARQL endpoint, (3) data import processes can 
be monitored via verbose options in the command 4s-import 
(4) a log of queries can be enabled to track queries run on 
every store. Even though these tools are available for moni-
toring 4store it seems that monitoring is one of the weak 
points of 4store. 

2 

Tuning 4store databases can be configured to distribute the data in a 
range of segments, depending how many segments are used 
in a database, scalability of data and latency of queries get 
affected. 

4 

Asserting, Removing and Updating RDF statements 

Mechanisms to assert 
remove and update. 

The fastest mechanism to assert data in 4store is the com-
mand 4s-import. Data can be asserted as well as removed via 
the HTTP SPARQL endpoint using the INSERT/DELETE 
operation of SPARQL 1.1 or combining different options via 

4 
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HTTP PUT & DELETE and parameters [42]. Similar func-
tionalities are provided via commands 4s-update and 4s-
delete-model. 
One important issue to note here is that 4s-* commands can-
not be executed when the HTTP SPARQL endpoint is run-
ning – it locks all accesses to stores that are not requested via 
HTTP. 

Granularity of update Triples can be removed and reasserted using a graph identi-
fier via SPARQL HTTP or command line. Using SPARQL 
DELETE/INSERT updates at triple level are also supported. 

5 

Local commands for 
batch processes. 

Yes, 4s-import, 4s-delete, 4s-update, 4s-query … 5 

Interfaces (protocols) HTTP (PUT, POST) and command line utilities. 4 

Support for Trix and/or 
nquads 

Yes, through the raptor parser. Raptor [43] is probably the 
most used C library to parse RDF data in almost any existing 
format. At the point of writing, raptor is being refactored 
into raptor2 and there is already a branch of 4store that sup-
ports raptor2. 

5 

Support for Transac-
tions 

No 0 

User rights to as-
sert/remove data 

No 0 

Data querying 

SPARQL 1.0 compli-
ance 

Yes. 5 

SPARQL 1.1 Partially, under development. At this point it partially sup-
ports INSERT, DELETE, aggregates and group by.  

3 

Roadmap to SPARQL 
1.1 

Yes, it is described at [2] 5 

Text indexing Yes, via specific predicates. Stores can be configured to state 
what predicates should be indexed text. It also supports the 
indexing of methaphones and stemming of text to improve 
query hits for misspelled words. 

5+ 
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Images Not supported. 0 

Non-standard query 
operators 

The only non standard operators in queries are the text in-
dexing predicates. 

1 

JSON Support Yes, SPARQL resultsets can be retrieved in JSON. 5 

Web UI form to test 
queries 

Yes. 5 

Built-in Linked Data 
browser 

No 0 

Security 

Security Not available – 4store aims to perform fast imports and queries and no 
built-in security has been implemented. 

0 

Developer APIs and Libraries 

Programming 
Languages 
supported 

There are client libraries for 4store in the following platforms: PHP, 
Ruby, Python, Java and C# [46]. 

5 

Functionality 
coverage of 
libraries 

The libraries listed at [46] cover mainly query, assert and remove tri-
ples from knowledge bases. They do not cover other administration 
commands such as create knowledge base. 

4 

Performance and Scalability 

Cluster Sup-
port 

Yes. 5 

Scalability 
Studies 

4store is able to handle databases up to 15GT in a commodity cluster 
setup and can easily import data at 100 Kt/s and faster. 

4 

Backup and recovery tools 

Backup and 
recovery 
tools 

Yes, 4s-dump, 4s-restore and 4s-cluster-copy. 4 

Reasoning 
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Reasoning Only Minimal RDFS via a project branch [47]. 2 

Online free support communities and enterprise support 

Online Sup-
port 

Via IRC channel (4store at freenode) and a Google group (4store-
support) 

5 

Enterprise 
Support 

Provided via Garlik Ltd. 5 
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6 Notes on Reasoning 

To infer new facts from triples asserted in a store is an attractive feature of Semantic Web 
repositories. The Sematic Web community - in part formed by logicians – has come up with a 
series of specifications to standardize semantics around RDF data. These specifications are 
mainly RDFS, OWL1, OWL2 and RIF. These can be broken up into profiles; for instance 
OWL1 breaks up into OWL1Lite, OWL1DL, etc. and OWL2 breaks up into OWL2RL, 
OWL2QL, etc.. 

On one hand we consider the variety of types of semantics, and on the other hand there is the 
type of implementation: incomplete versus complete and forward versus backward. 

Completeness in inference deals with balancing speed versus giving back all the possible an-
swers. Complete reasoning over data is one of the old, hard, AI problems and recent research 
trends tend to implement some sort of incompleteness – this issue is well explained at [34]. 
When using an incomplete inference engine one should be aware of what combinations of 
axioms a specific tool covers. Unfortunately there is no consensus on how incomplete sys-
tems should behave and therefore portability between these tools becomes an issue. 

The other aspect to consider is backward versus forward reasoning. Traditionally reasoning 
can be implemented via forward chaining (FC), backward chaining (BC), or hybrid algo-
rithms (a mixture of the two). FC algorithms tend to apply a set of inference rules to expand 
the data set before or during the data assertion phase, with this approach the database will 
contain all the facts that are needed when a query is issued. On the other hand, BC algorithms 
are goal directed and thus the system fires rules and/or axioms at runtime to find the solu-
tions. Hybrid algorithms use a combination of forward and backward chaining. The pros and 
cons of these approaches are well known to the AI and database community. FC approaches 
force the system to retract the entailments when there is an update or insert, making data 
transactions more expensive. Complete materialization of a knowledge base could lead to an 
explosion of data not manageable by current triple store technology. Background chaining 
performs better for data transactions and the size of the KB is smaller but queries tend to have 
worse performance. 

Throughout the analysis undertaken in this report it has been stated the following: 

I don’t think it is necessary that the RDF database system has to be 
open source. As you say, there should be flexibility built-in to accom-
modate multiple systems. But such flexibility would require a clean and 
standard interface. Are RDF systems mature enough to define in your 
requirements what such an interface should look like? What we want to 
avoid of course is lock in to some kind of proprietary and expensive 
backend. 

Project Officer, Don Waters, at the Mellon Foundation 

This basically reflects that portability is an important aspect; and it is exactly with portability 
when reasoning comes into conflict. The beginning of this section reflected different aspects 
when choosing a reasoning engine: semantics supported, completeness and BC or FC. It is 
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clear that the way the application is designed and how it interacts with the backend will be 
affected depending on the type of inference engine selected. Unfortunately there is very little 
overlap in the way vendors implement reasoning. Therefore, when reasoning becomes an im-
portant requirement in RS then one should assume that portability between stores will not be 
as easy as if only RDF databases – with no reasoning – are taken into account. This becomes 
worse as we use more complex semantics; for instance portability should be easy if only 
RDFS reasoning is used, rather than very complex reasoning, such as OWL full. 

Related to portability comes the openness of the software. In the RDF database market what 
differentiates most commercial applications from the Open Source ones are scalability and 
reasoning. Commercial tools tend to provide more complex and the fastest reasoning – i.e.: 
BigOWLIM and AllegroGraph. As soon an application is built with one of these then it will 
be hard to move to another that offers the same spectrum of features. Therefore, in the RDF 
database market of today with Open Source tools it is easier to get tied into a design that ena-
bles future changes of backend system. 
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7 Aligning Evaluations to RS Requirements 

This section aligns the content of the rest of the document to RS requirements. At the 
time of writing, the RS project proposal contains two documents that are the source 
for such alignment: the “ResearchSpace Business Requirements & Specification” and 
“System Specification”. From these two documents we list the following aspects re-
lated to RDF data storage: 
 

1. Text Indexing: Keyword searching across the structured data is one of the 
functionalities described in the Use Case document. The system should allow 
variations of the keywords as well. 

2. Co-reference: In the RS Use Case document is stated that when different or-
ganizations upload data it will be under different namespaces and therefore co-
referencing of data from different collections will be required. 

3. Security and levels of access: in the definition of Use Cases it is stated that RS 
users will create projects that will be accessed according to rights granted by 
administrators of the project. The research tools themselves will have read ac-
cess to the RDF data and will only annotate when the user operating has rights 
to do so. 

4. Scalability: preliminary conversion of the BM collection produced a medium 
size knowledge base (few hundred million triples) - as other institutions join 
the RS infrastructure the amount of data to handle will increase significantly. 

5. Named Graphs: the System Specification states that the granularity of the pub-
lishing in RDF should be at the Named Graph level. Also Named Graphs will 
be used to version the data and to grant access to users to specific niches of in-
formation. 

6. Updates at graph level and triple level: since Named Graphs take an important 
role for versioning, security and publishing then it is important that the 
backend supports different levels of granularity for updating triples. 

 
These six aspects taken from the RS design documents summarize the main require-
ments that impact the selection of the triple store system. Unfortunately none of the 
systems converge on being the best on all these requirements and there is a trade-off 
between 4store and Virtuoso that is now described: 
 

1. Text Indexing: both 4store and Virtuoso provide this functionality via non-
standard predicates. The only difference is that 4store provides built-in index-
ing of metaphones and stemming, which gives it a slight advantage in this as-
pect. 

2. Co-reference: in this case it is discussed whether it is possible to exploit 
owl:sameAs co-references in both 4store and Virtuoso. 4store does not support 
this case of reasoning and Virtuoso does, therefore it is clear that Virtuoso has 
a significance advantage in exploiting co-references. 

3. Security and Level of access: from the two candidates Virtuoso is the only 
system that supports assigning level of access to data (per graph). The recom-
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mendation, even though more costly in terms of development, is to not use 
non-standard security primitives and implement security with Named Graphs 
at the application level. However, this solution is not suitable if free access is 
to be given for the HTTP SPARQL. In that case it is recommended to use Vir-
tuoso. 

4. Scalability: Both systems scale up to a few billions of triples, 4store is well 
known by its fast import throughput and the cluster version is open and free. 
This gives 4store an advantage in terms of performance against Virtuoso. 

5. Named Graphs: Both systems support standard Named Graphs, which is high-
ly important for the development of versioning and security. 

6. Updates at graph level and triple level: Both systems support updates at graph 
level and triple level. 

 

7.1 Conclusions 
Overall Virtuoso is a more compact and ready product than 4store; it definitely provides bet-
ter functionalities in terms of reasoning and security. On the other hand 4store’s performance 
is better than Virtuoso’s and one should take into account that the cluster distribution in 
4store is free and Open Source, unlike Virtuoso’s. It is hard to recommend one of the systems 
over the other; if certain levels of reasoning available in Virtuoso become an important re-
quirement for the application then of course Virtuoso is the recommendation but if perfor-
mance and scalability prevail over reasoning then it is 4store that should it be recommended. 
What it is clear is that the application level should be kept away from using any type of non-
standard functionalities from any of them to be able to migrate the backend if necessary. 
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